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Beth Morton @beth_morton
It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) & I in a conversation
about #migraine in relationships @ 1p ET today. If you're new to the chat, find tips & today's here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop RT & bring a friend!  https://t.co/DeO2dKXo9T

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

Cascadia Fire Season  @barkflight
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

Krista @Kristacatlady
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
Are y’all ready??? I know I’m excited to co-host this chat today! If you’re new, or have never jumped in I’d love to see
you pop in. We all have a variety of experiences and you deserve to be heard too  #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
Today!!! Catch @beth_morton, @HemingwayMuse and myself in #MigraineChat in TWO hours!!

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @achysmileblog: Today!!! Catch @beth_morton, @HemingwayMuse and myself in #MigraineChat in TWO hours!!

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.

Mon, July 6th 2020, 10:00AM  – Thu, July 9th 2020, 12:10AM  (America/New_York).
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Rachel @cfsanity
RT @beth_morton: It's #MigraineChat Monday! I hope you'll join Alex (@HemingwayMuse), Erica (@achysmileblog) &
I in a conversation about #m…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @achysmileblog: Today!!! Catch @beth_morton, @HemingwayMuse and myself in #MigraineChat in TWO hours!!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @HemingwayMuse: Are y’all ready??? I know I’m excited to co-host this chat today! If you’re new, or have never
jumped in I’d love to s…

Ellie @MigraineEllie
RT @HemingwayMuse: Are y’all ready??? I know I’m excited to co-host this chat today! If you’re new, or have never
jumped in I’d love to s…

National Headache Foundation (NHF) @NHF
RT @achysmileblog: Today!!! Catch @beth_morton, @HemingwayMuse and myself in #MigraineChat in TWO hours!!
https://t.co/vtKpKwqMRV

Beth Morton @beth_morton
One Hour! Who's coming to #MigraineChat? See you soon!

Kristin  mini2z @mini2z
RT @beth_morton: One Hour! Who's coming to #MigraineChat? See you soon!

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: One Hour! Who's coming to #MigraineChat? See you soon!

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
I’ll be there! #migraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you are all doing as well as possible.
If you are joining for the first time, you can find the chat tips & guidelines here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you are all doing
as well as possible. If…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for being here today. I hope you are all doing
as well as possible. If…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are comfortable. I’m Beth,
your #MigraineChat host, joining from Vermont!
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
My first co-host today is Alex Tomlinson (@HemingwayMuse), interior designer turned #migraine writer & advocate.
Alex was featured last month on a podcast where she talks about navigating dating with an unpredictable
#chronicillness: https://t.co/1tAdl0xG2W. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: My first co-host today is Alex Tomlinson (@HemingwayMuse), interior designer turned #migraine
writer & advocate. Alex was…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
Hey y’all! I’m so excited to be co-hosting today. Welcome to all the familiar faces, and anyone new who jumps in. 
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
My second co-host is Erica Nicole Carrasco who you may know best as advocate & blogger @achysmileblog. She’s
been married 19 yrs & lived with chronic #hemiplegicmigraine for 16 yrs. She also works with @CMAware as Dir. of
Marketing. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: My first co-host today is Alex Tomlinson (@HemingwayMuse), interior designer turned #migraine
writer & advocate. Alex was…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: My second co-host is Erica Nicole Carrasco who you may know best as advocate & blogger
@achysmileblog. She’s been married…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: My second co-host is Erica Nicole Carrasco who you may know best as advocate & blogger
@achysmileblog. She’s been married…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton @CMAware Hi everybody!! Excited for today's #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
#MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Kate and I am in Philly. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are
comfortable. I’m Beth, your…
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
On 6/9/20, the NYT published an advice letter that sparked a conversation about dating & chronic illness. I had
already planned a #MigraineChat on this topic after reading some of the CaMEO study findings by Dr. @DawnBuse &
peers, but the NYT article bumped up my timeline.

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: On 6/9/20, the NYT published an advice letter that sparked a conversation about dating & chronic
illness. I had already pl…

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk
@beth_morton Hi #MigraineChat, I'm joining you from Albany, NY

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: On 6/9/20, the NYT published an advice letter that sparked a conversation about dating & chronic
illness. I had already pl…

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: On 6/9/20, the NYT published an advice letter that sparked a conversation about dating & chronic
illness. I had already pl…

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton Present! #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are
comfortable. I’m Beth, your…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
#Migraine stigma is prevalent in dating & relationships. The CaMEO study found that among respondents not in a
relationship, 16.8% indicated that headaches had impacted their ability to establish +/or maintain a relationship (EM,
15.0%; CM, 37.0%. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Given the topic, a reminder: Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing potentially sensitive topics/health-related
topics. Share only what is comfortable for you. Also, no flashing GIFs or media. They can be #migraine triggers for
some. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine stigma is prevalent in dating & relationships. The CaMEO study found that among
respondents not in a relations…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Finally: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote
tweet). (2) Always include the #MigraineChat hashtag! It makes following the conversation easier & ensures your
tweets make the transcript.
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Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine stigma is prevalent in dating & relationships. The CaMEO study found that among
respondents not in a relations…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q1. When dating, when do (did) you bring up your #migraine disease? What factor(s) affect your decision of how
soon to disclose your migraine history to new partners? #MigraineChat https://t.co/02HoriOMTz

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine stigma is prevalent in dating & relationships. The CaMEO study found that among
respondents not in a relations…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
PS I’ll be tweeting the #MigraineChat for the next hour or so, there will be an influx in tweets - you can mute the
hashtag if you don’t want to see them ( ) or you can jump in and share your experience with Migraine and all things
relationships!

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton A1: #migrainechat I haven’t dated since the mastodons roamed, but one long-term partner already
knew before we dated. Other dates I said so right away b/c cacophonous sound in enclosed spaces = instant
headcrusher. Important when picking location.

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: #Migraine stigma is prevalent in dating & relationships. The CaMEO study found that among
respondents not in a relations…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Given the topic, a reminder: Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing potentially sensitive
topics/health-related t…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A1. I feel like I was lucky in that my chronic attacks started after I was married. Also, I married my
junior high sweetheart so he knew me very well by the time we said I Do. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q1. When dating, when do (did) you bring up your #migraine disease? What factor(s) affect your
decision of how soon to dis…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A1. I bring it up right away. It's inevitable since I don't work due to the severity of migraine. Most people are curious
so I don't mind bringing it up, but I'll stop if I feel like a potential partner doesn't believe me or tries to suggest
"cures" to me #MigraineChat

jean shepard @glittercrumpet
@beth_morton A1: it’s been a long time since I dated (I’ve been with my partner for 10 years) but my migraines
would always come up early on, because of trigger avoidance if nothing else. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A1. Can't really remember. Probably when the more obvious symptoms [e.g. vomiting] forced me to. Think I was still
in denial in my dating years. #MigraineChat
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Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@achysmileblog @beth_morton My attacks didn’t turn Chronic until 6 years after getting married. So he was aware I
had migraines. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A1. I wasn't in a relationship when my #migraine attacks became chronic/daily & before that, they were so episodic it
wasn't something I even thought of mentioning. Chronic migraine meant moving to middle of nowhere, so that's a
double whammy on the dating scene. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton I feel this Pheonix Dark. I think if I was every back in the dating pool this is the way I
would think too. #MigraineChat

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton A1. My husband & I laugh now about how in one of our early dates I just laid it all out there with my
chronic medical conditions--"I have xxx, things will get worse, if that's not something you want to deal with I
understand." So I was def very straight forward! #migrainechat

𝓜𝓮, 𝓜𝔂𝓼𝓮𝓵𝓯 👀'𝓼 𝓑𝓮𝓵𝓵𝓮 (she/her/Mrs) @bellesapepper37
RT @beth_morton: Finally: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply
w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote t…

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A1: I bring it up either before scheduling the first date (if he wants to go some place there will be
triggers) or on the first date. I've dated guys who held it against me so I want to know up front how they'll react.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton I feel like this is the best approach, like here have it all 😅 #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton #MigraineChat

🌿Cascadia Fire Season🌿 @barkflight
@beth_morton A1: I'm there now. So hard to say -- even moreso being disabled in my mid-40s and trying to stay out
of the hospital. Will the person think I'm a loser or that I'm looking for a caregiver (I'm not)? If they don't know up
front, will they be upset? It's hard. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Just a reminder: don't forget to include the #MigraineChat hashtag in every tweet to make following the conversation
easier. You can then put the hashtag in the Twitter "search" bar and sort by most recent.

jean shepard @glittercrumpet
@aimee1002 @achysmileblog @beth_morton I think I’m in a similar boat - my migraines were bad, but not chronic
until after our relationship was well established. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@anchorsawaysam Oh yes! Same with other medications, I can’t count how many times I need to pop a nausea pill or
an abortive mid conversation. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q2. In what ways has #migraine impacted your partnered relationship(s)? I’m curious about both positive and
negative aspects, and from those who are single, dating, and partnered/married. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/CaYuq1KAKq
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🌿Cascadia Fire Season🌿 @barkflight
@beth_morton A1: I will say that my long-term partner prior to this was very understanding about my illnesses,
moreso than a lot of people. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
(I should add that it is likely I will mostly be lurking for this chat -- I'm an aro ace person who is unpartnered and
uninterested in dating) #MigraineChat

🌿Cascadia Fire Season🌿 @barkflight
RT @beth_morton: Q1. When dating, when do (did) you bring up your #migraine disease? What factor(s) affect your
decision of how soon to dis…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Just a reminder: don't forget to include the #MigraineChat hashtag in every tweet to make
following the conversation easie…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q2. In what ways has #migraine impacted your partnered relationship(s)? I’m curious about both
positive and negative aspec…

🌿Cascadia Fire Season🌿 @barkflight
@beth_morton A2: It made it hard sometimes to be in the moment when my partner came to my house. I'd just lie in
her arms and hope my meds would work. I felt like I wasn't being fair to her. #MigraineChat

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk
RT @SMauro1622: (I should add that it is likely I will mostly be lurking for this chat -- I'm an aro ace person who is
unpartnered and unin…

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton A2: #migrainechat My last partner educated himself, called on local events to be more migraine-
friendly, helped me with things, pushed back against stigma. He was good at amusing nurses & me on those ER trips,
too. But…

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton A2 more #migrainechat…sometimes he’d be upset if I was crying b/c I had to run out of place/event
from pain, noise. Like, could I please stop crying so someone wouldn’t think he had hit me. (Reasonable fear, but no, I
can’t just stop crying at the pain & erosion of my life.)

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@beth_morton A2. So, my last partner acted like he was super chill about it, and then would turn around and
complain about it to a friend of mine. My ex husband would take me to the ER whenever they got bad not believing
me. 1/2 #migrainechat

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are
comfortable. I’m Beth, your…

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@beth_morton A2. So I guess I’ve had an awful experience with partners dealing with them. #migrainechat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A2. Migraine has impacted my marriage in every conceivable way. For the first 10 years of our
marriage and while searching for answers for #hemiplegicmigraine my husband and I separated 3 times and I actually
moved out twice. I'll explain why in next tweet...#MigraineChat

Sarah @sarie_ellen
@beth_morton I’m going to be lurking with one eye open. I overdid it this weekend and am paying for it today.
#MigraineChat
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
@Bowie655321 I'm sorry. It's almost like the closer a relationship, the more stigma we have to break through.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A2. It severely limits them. Meeting people is tough since I can't go into traditional settings like bars and clubs like
other people my age. I end up meeting people online, but then stuck in a loop of getting to know someone and
never speaking again. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A2. Cont. It's also hard to not get too comfortable too quickly. It's a balance between staying in and having lowkey
dates, but not becoming homebodies and too close too early in the relationship because traditional dates just aren't
an option. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
A2. -ve: I can feel like I'm not pulling my weight (around the house, preparing for holidays, etc.) +ve: It gives me this
whole other language and universe that I'm part of. It's good to have separate interests! #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A2.1 Hubby and I were really young when we started dating (I was 13) and we married after I was
pregnant with my daughter at 20. My migraine attacks became chronic in 2004 and my son was 2 by then. I worked
full time and he stayed home with the kids...#MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
Q2. DH and I fell in love at the beach. He was from a landlocked state, I grew up near the shore. We made beach
vacations an annual family thing. Once my migraines became chronic, the beach became actual torture for me.
#MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A2: The pos: it can get us talking more since I often require that we stay home & just chill. The neg: I
feel like it holds us back from doing fun things & this can lead to resentment. My last bf was understanding about
this, but not all my bfs have been. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A2.2 So while I worked and did all this awesome stuff with my job and then come home with a
migraine, he was beginning to resent me for it. I wasn't very understanding to his needs either. It was a disaster. I felt
like he should have understood I had migraine...#MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
A2. He was super understanding about it - we got me sunglasses, beach blankets, a shore house where I could stay
inside the whole time while he and the kids went to the beach. Still, it's not the same. And it's hard because I wish
sunlight didn't make me nauseous. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yes resentment is huge! A guy I dated in college was wonderful, but I could tell there
was resentment when I would constantly opt out of various activities because I was in too much pain. #MigraineChat

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton A2: I become irritable at times. Migraine & my other chronic & rare illnesses (which I lump together
as they all impact one another) forces my husband to take up more responsibilities around the household. I am
fortunate to be married to a very understanding man #migrainechat

jean shepard @glittercrumpet
@beth_morton It’s completely affected our relationship, particularly because #migraine limits what I can do(&
therefore what we can do together) so much. But also my partner has been very supportive, and I think that has been
a strength in our relationship because of migraine. #MigraineChat
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
@mythicalmary19 @bennessb Welcome to #MigraineChat, Mary! Thanks for being here today!

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A2.3 ...and I never really gave him credit for all he did. I felt it was an expectation and he needed to
feel appreciated. Neither one of us could see the other's point of view and it almost destroyed us. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
A2. I broke up with my ex just as my migraines (I didn't know they were migraines at the time -- long story) were
staring to chronify. In all honesty, I think it has been easier to navigate on my own than trying to do so while in that
relationship. #MigraineChat

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @HemingwayMuse: A1. I bring it up right away. It's inevitable since I don't work due to the severity of migraine.
Most people are curiou…

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @beth_morton: Just a reminder: don't forget to include the #MigraineChat hashtag in every tweet to make
following the conversation easie…

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton Another positive is my husband prefers to be a homebody and I can't go out much at all so it works
out quite well! Quarantine really didn't impact our usual style and we have not been bored or restless. #migrainechat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A2.4 There's a video of us talking about Marriage & Migraine we did with the Speak Your Migraine
campaign on my blog: https://t.co/jgwQifH3fY #MigraineChat

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @HemingwayMuse: A2. Cont. It's also hard to not get too comfortable too quickly. It's a balance between staying
in and having lowkey d…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@SMauro1622 Me too!! I was stuck contantly leaving to get sick and I had no idea it was all migriane related. In
hindsight if I knew how to explain what I was going through, I think our relationship would have been so much better.
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q3. Have you ever felt or been made to feel that #migraine (or another chronic illness) made your contributions to a
partnered relationship less equal? If yes, how so? #MigraineChat https://t.co/dKHvNhD1ZT

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @achysmileblog: @beth_morton A2.4 There's a video of us talking about Marriage & Migraine we did with the
Speak Your Migraine campaign o…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton I do too @MindfulDrG. When that happens I just stay in my cave and if I catch it I'll
apologize and he'll just kiss my forehead in understanding. But it didn't used to be that easy, we have both changed
in so many ways. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever felt or been made to feel that #migraine (or another chronic illness) made your
contributions to a partn…

Amy Ewald @aimee1002
@beth_morton A2: Positive he understands now, and is super helpful when I'm having a multi-day attack. Negative:
Other people don't always believe me and think I'm making it up to get out of doing things. #MigraineChat
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smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton A3: #migrainechat Not quite that, but I was super-aware of the unequal power dynamic. I stayed in
bad situations (dating and not) b/c my menu options weren’t “bad situation” and “good situation.” They were “bad
situation” and “nothing.”

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @HemingwayMuse: Hey y’all! I’m so excited to be co-hosting today. Welcome to all the familiar faces, and anyone
new who jumps in. ✨ #M…

Jessie defund police denounce deBlasio Losch🗽🇺🇾 @JessieLosch
@beth_morton A2. I’ve bailed on dates because of migraines and had friends tell me that they think I should have
“pushed through it” or was using migraines as “an excuse.” #migrainechat

Katie @fabriKatie
A.3 I'm not sure about "made to". I think I do it all on my own. Good old self-stigmatising! #MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I've had several relationships end because the guy resented that I couldn't go
with him to concerts or camping all the time because of my migraines. It sucks. #MigraineChat

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton A3: When it comes to household/garden chores, yes. I want to be able to help more but can't. So I try
to focus on the things I can do, but that can be frustrating when I can't do those either at times due to pain! I know
this puts extra stress on hubby. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@achysmileblog @MindfulDrG Since becoming chronic, #migraine attacks make me so irritable (i.e., when my
symptoms spike above my baseline). So I really worry about this in a relationship. I need to work on this (for all
relationships)! #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A3. Oh definitely. I feel guilty on a daily basis, especially on days when the attack is bad enough that I
cannot wash dishes, or watch movies with the family, or just sit and chat on the couch. #MigraineChat

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@beth_morton A3. Made to feel for sure. My most recent ex blamed a lot of things on me after telling me he
understood mere months prior that some of those things were hard because of my migraines. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@fabriKatie Oooof, yesss! At least you're recognizing it and, hopefully, learning to be patient with yourself!! (As usual,
telling myself this, too!) #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A3. I didn't feel like my contributions were less equal, but communication always ends up being a struggle. I feel like
because of my pain and ways I need to be accommodated that I need more support from the get go than most
people offer in fresh relationships. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A3. Cont. I'm huge on offering support in all relationships. So I get stuck feeling as if I'm giving people more support
and compassion than I get in return and that can be really tough emotionally. I want a person that can offer me the
same emotional support. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I’ve definitely had a few that never got off the ground for the exact same reasons. And
I was a huge concert person before my migraines got so severe. #MigraineChat
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Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit
@beth_morton A2. #migrainechat Perceived burdensomeness is a leading risk factor for suicide in those with chronic
pain and illness. It is so important that we address feeling like a burden to loved ones openly and honestly and seek
help to address these feelings.

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A3.1 I also have to realize we were both brought in traditional mexican family's where the man did all
the "hard" work and the women took care of the home. Well, I'm NOT traditional in any way, and so I feel like I let
down his parents on a regular basis...#migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @smithbrainz: @beth_morton A3: #migrainechat Not quite that, but I was super-aware of the unequal power
dynamic. I stayed in bad situati…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@JessieLosch I want names. I have choice words for these people! #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A3.2 Sometimes those ideals come through him too and he'll verbalize his feelings of irritation at
what I couldn't do that day and I'll feel really bad about myself. Now, though, if it happens (rarely), I don't stay quiet, I
speak up for myself. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @MigraineSummit: @beth_morton A2. #migrainechat Perceived burdensomeness is a leading risk factor for
suicide in those with chronic pain…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @HemingwayMuse: A3. Cont. I'm huge on offering support in all relationships. So I get stuck feeling as if I'm
giving people more suppor…

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A3: I felt that often in previous relationships, though this was more of a me problem than him making
me feel that way. I now remind myself that I bring a lot to relationships, even if I have many days of being bedridden.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @MigraineSummit: @beth_morton A2. #migrainechat Perceived burdensomeness is a leading risk factor for
suicide in those with chronic pain…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q4. What are some ways a partner has validated the value you bring to your relationship(s)? How have they validated
your #migraine symptoms or disease? #MigraineChat https://t.co/1ZUjHl3Jiu

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q4. What are some ways a partner has validated the value you bring to your relationship(s)? How
have they validated your…

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: Q4. What are some ways a partner has validated the value you bring to your relationship(s)? How
have they validated your…

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton A4: He remarks what a bada$$ I am for having all these painful and serious conditons and still helping
people and doing the things I care about. #migrainechat
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Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A4. Once he came around & finally saw I wasn't faking/embellishing my symptoms to get out of
things (he'd regularly accuse me of this), he became my care partner and started to advocate for me when I couldn't
speak for myself. He learned ME, and in turn, I SAW him. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@achysmileblog @beth_morton A3 #migrainechat Yeah, that's a tricky one. Of course migraine is a buzzkill. it helped
me to make sure I said migraine is the enemy, not the ppl trying to work around it.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@MindfulDrG A-freakin'-men! You are, Dr. G! We are lucky to have you in the #migraine community. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A4. Being flexible. Like being able to decide we're having dinner at x-place, being okay if we opt to pick up dinner
and eat at home instead, and also being okay with rescheduling altogether. Flexibility makes me feel understood and
it removes the guilt. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A4.1 He also advocates WITH me and travels with me to tell our story as a couple. I know I shared the
link of our SYM video, but here it is again: https://t.co/jgwQifH3fY #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton @MindfulDrG I second that!!! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse Yes!! Accommodations sound so formal when we borrow them from the workplace, but they
really kinda help in all social settings, right? #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @achysmileblog: @beth_morton A4. Once he came around & finally saw I wasn't faking/embellishing my
symptoms to get out of things (he'd r…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton Yes!! It’s definitely formal, but wow between dating and friendships, having people around me who
are 100% open to super flexible plans makes life better. (Yes I’m gushing about bff @ToriePadget) #MigraineChat

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @HemingwayMuse: A4. Being flexible. Like being able to decide we're having dinner at x-place, being okay if we
opt to pick up dinner and…

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A4: the best bfs let me know that they see both my struggles & my strength. They show that the
support I bring to the relationship is just as valid on my bad days as on my "good" days. #MigraineChat

Miaoue @Miaoue1
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2: both my partner and I get migraines, so we take care of each other. there isn't any
resentment because we both understand. so far we've been lucky to have never had them severely at the same time
😂 no idea what we'd do then 😂😂

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A4.2 Were all around the table talking chores & I signed myself up for dishes with backup in case I
couldn't. He said, "No." I was like, "Why??" He looked at the kids and said, "Your mom does more for this family sick
than we all do combined." I'm off the list! #MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Ugh yes! The best relationship I had, I used to just stop over at his house after work
and he’d hold my head and it was blissful. His presence was one of understanding and care and that’s unbeatable.
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@HemingwayMuse @ToriePadget Tori wins best supporting #migraine friend #MigraineChat award. I just made it
up, but it's a big deal. First ever. Congrats!!

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton That sounds so lovely, tbh. I'm glad you have that. <3 #MigraineChat

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton The amount of difference it makes to have someone who might not entirely gets
it, but understands is mind blowing. It has the potential to change the corse of a bad episode #migrainechat

Katie @fabriKatie
A4. He'll notice changes in my mood and/or behaviour and attribute it to migraine, rather than thinking I'm just
having a bit of a moment. That's very reassuring. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q5. Has #migraine changed your interest in intimacy or how you have approached intimacy in your relationship(s)? If
yes, how so? #MigraineChat https://t.co/77lXi32VWs

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@achysmileblog @beth_morton Thank you! Me too  I couldn’t believe it when it happened. Especially after my ex
#migrainechat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Has #migraine changed your interest in intimacy or how you have approached intimacy in
your relationship(s)? If yes, h…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Yes! The ability to show you care, especially just through little actions is really
underrated. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
A4. After I told DH how painful going to the beach was for me, we totally revamped how we did beach trips so that I
could rest in the heat of the day. He got me a giant umbrella, hats, sunglasses, blankets, ice water, etc. SUPER
nurturing and caregiving. 💜💜💜#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@Miaoue1 That is some amazing migraine scheduling, bravo! #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse @ToriePadget We so need a #MigraineChat fantasy awards show!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
This. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A5. Intimacy and migraine is difficult for me at times. Because I have severe muscle pain with my
attacks it has caused me to say NO often and it breaks my heart. I can't even kiss sometimes, because my jaw will hurt
a lot and kissing can sometimes trigger me. #MigraineChat
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Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D.  @MindfulDrG
@beth_morton Sadly signing off social media now since my migraine attack is amplifying. ⚡ Sending all my fellow
migraine tribe members love! #migrainechat

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@beth_morton A5. Seeing as how some suggest that their manhood could cure my pain or that I’m faking because I
don’t want to sleep with them, I’d say I’ve shyed away from being intimate with people. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@fabriKatie Haha, we can work on this! #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A5.1 Also, my other conditions cause a lot of pain and I have herniated discs in my lower back that
trigger migraine, so sometimes sex becomes a trigger. I did an article with @HelloBwom about Sex and Migraine
Pain: https://t.co/oukQ4RbU23 #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A5. A thread. #MigraineChat Yes! The "I have a headache" is so common to get out of sex, which makes it SUPER
awkward to have a horrible migraine and not want to be intimate. It feels like a lie.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@MindfulDrG Thanks for joining, Dr. G. Rest up. Hugs. #MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A5: I had migraines long before I was sexually active. So i've always had to factor in when I can
tolerate being touched & when I can't. I think it's made me more spontaneous in intimacy but less frequent.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @Bowie655321: @beth_morton A5. Seeing as how some suggest that their manhood could cure my pain or that
I’m faking because I don’t want…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Some people can be so insensitive with their jokes and it's definitely not funny.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton THIS. I can’t even count how many times people, even strangers have said I need to
orgasm to feel better - which great if it works for some people, it makes me feel so much worse. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@HemingwayMuse @Bowie655321 @beth_morton LIKE IT'S ANY OF THEIR BUSINESS?? #migrainechat A5

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@smithbrainz @Bowie655321 @beth_morton Apparently 😂😂 my own sister tried to buy me sex toys... “to help” and
it was the most uncomfortable conversation ever. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton @HelloBwom A5.2 Sometimes being hugged or touched in my arm is painful due to #allodynia from
#migraine so I'll say, not my left side! Which is the side my #hemiplegicmigraine affects me on. Sometimes he'll go to
slap my left butt cheek and I'm like NOOOOOO! 😂 #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@HemingwayMuse I think there are parallels with exercise. A lot of people don't get that exercise can (sometimes)
improve a headache but exacerbate a migraine attack. Nobody needs to hear, "It'll make you feel better!"
#MigraineChat
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Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Do you have Allodynia? I do and it makes things painful that shouldn't be.
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q6. We talk about #migraine #stigma in lots of settings. What are some ways we can reduce stigma in dating &
partnered relationships? #MigraineChat https://t.co/XR9HzkgODi

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Q6. We talk about #migraine #stigma in lots of settings. What are some ways we can reduce
stigma in dating & partnered rel…

Pheonix Dark @Bowie655321
@GrumpyPug17 @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I get motion sick sometimes while I have a migraine. It is not
conducive to an intimate environment #migrainechat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@HemingwayMuse @Bowie655321 @beth_morton there's a sitcom episode in there somewhere....#migrainechat

Victoriah @ToriePadget
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse Ahhh so honored ! 😂  #MigraineChat

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton Hi, this is Rachel, in Tacoma, late as usual to #MigraineChat. My migraines & other health problems
are chronic, intractable, disabling, & all the other big, horrible words.

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A6. Stigma in migraine is already a beast to tackle, but when you drill down to stigma and
relationships with migraine, it is always a sore subject for so many of us. Couple's therapy can help, but more than
that, education and finding a partner who believes you. #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton A6: #migrainechat Bluntly, being a vocal advocate has more shelf appeal than being a person w/
migraine disease. It makes me more interesting & acceptable to the world. But now I know too much to hush when
someone does something blatantly ableist…

polterzeitgeist @poultryofperil
@beth_morton Kayla from Mississippi here! Public librarian, horror lover, nap enthusiast, migraine-sufferer since I was
like...I dunno, 9? #MigraineChat

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton More A6: #migrainechat…which happens to be a great litmus test for who I allow to get closer. If I
refute stigma/ableism & he’s open to learning, he’s a contender. If he pushes back, esp with more stigma/myth, I’m
merciless….

smithbrainz @smithbrainz
@beth_morton More A6: #migrainechat…A handy jerk-repellant, except if he fancies himself Benedick to my Beatrice.
(Then again, if he can hold his own, that’s fun!)

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton A6.1 I feel like once my husband became involved in my advocacy efforts, he realized he wasn't alone
either. He found out there are many spouses and partners out there who don't have migraine but live with it
nonetheless. #migrainechat

Katie @fabriKatie
A6. I think so much of it is tied up in that idea that productivity = worth. We need to tackle that, but I'm not sure how.
#MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A6. Cont. Finally, not all relationships are meant to work. In the early stages, it's okay to recognize it and know that it
might not even be solely a migraine thing. Not everyone has the right chemistry or is a perfect match. And that's
okay. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A6. Cont. Talk about what you want "dates" to look like. Explain if intimacy isn't always a good option. Explore
alternatives to intimacy - like being gentle, holding someone's head, just being there in support. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
A6. I think we can overcome stigma with meaningful conversations. Don't just acknowledge how xyz can be move
difficult. Strive for a deeper understanding. #MigraineChat

Diana Lee @dianaelee
Never questioning my experience of it; taking on far more than half of the household responsibilities; working an
extra job so I'd have health insurance before Medicare eligibility; being angry w/ the disease, but never me.

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@rachel_x_graves No problem! We're wrapping up, but as usual, I did a poor a job at time management and will be
monitoring the tweets most of the afternoon! #MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@beth_morton A6: not sure how to erase this on a societal level, but I think it's important to get through to our
partners that we're not killjoys or too sensitive psychologically. Our brains are just wired differently & need some
accommodation. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @achysmileblog: @beth_morton A6. Stigma in migraine is already a beast to tackle, but when you drill down to
stigma and relationships wi…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: This. #MigraineChat https://t.co/XznIaYXpyu

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @HemingwayMuse: A3. Cont. I'm huge on offering support in all relationships. So I get stuck feeling as if I'm
giving people more suppor…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Thanks for joining today’s #MigraineChat and sharing your very personal experiences. As always, feedback is
welcome. BIG THANKS to you, Alex (@HemingwayMuse) & Erica (@achysmileblog), for joining as excellent co-hosts
on this topic. 👏👏

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Thanks for joining today’s #MigraineChat and sharing your very personal experiences. As always,
feedback is welcome. BIG…

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A6. Right now, I am finding greatest traction in explaining that migraine is a neurological disease.
Understanding that migraine =/= "a really bad headache". This is especially true for me, bc my debilitating symptoms
are not headache at all. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: not sure how to erase this on a societal level, but I think it's important to get
through to our partners t…
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Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A3 con't. other housework he has to do, on top of also having a full-time job when he's home all the
time, we have both gotten better at recognizing that I contribute meaningful value to our household. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @HemingwayMuse: A6. I think we can overcome stigma with meaningful conversations. Don't just acknowledge
how xyz can be move difficult.…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @fabriKatie: A6. I think so much of it is tied up in that idea that productivity = worth. We need to tackle that, but
I'm not sure how.…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @HemingwayMuse: A6. I think we can overcome stigma with meaningful conversations. Don't just acknowledge
how xyz can be move difficult.…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @achysmileblog: @beth_morton A6.1 I feel like once my husband became involved in my advocacy efforts, he
realized he wasn't alone either…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A6: not sure how to erase this on a societal level, but I think it's important to get
through to our partners t…

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@achysmileblog @beth_morton I only have allodynia when i'm in a flare. Then even a blanket can hurt & I absolutely
do not want to be touched at all. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse Thank you for inviting us to join you today Beth! It was great! #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@fabriKatie Yes!! And perhaps that’s just shifting in relationships to recognizing other things we bring to the table.
Maybe it’s emotional support or encouraging people we love to rest and be mindful. #MigraineChat

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Thanks for joining today’s #MigraineChat and sharing your very personal experiences. As always,
feedback is welcome. BIG…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Like the #NEISvoid, the only real rules for using #MigraineChatQA to tag questions: - Give only solicited advice. -
Remember, even among those with #migraine, treatment and access experiences are varied. - Be respectful.
#MigraineChat 3/3

Beth Morton @beth_morton
With Brianne’s support, I’d like to start using a variation of our hashtag (#MigraineChatQA) outside of our chat
window to flag #migraine-related questions for each other. I’ll keep an eye on the hashtag more regularly (add
#NEISvoid for a bigger boost). #MigraineChat 2/3

Beth Morton @beth_morton
ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose questions or musings
about life with chronic illness and disability. I noticed a few people using #MigraineChat to ask #migraine-specific
questions in a similar way between chats. So..... 1/3

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…
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Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: With Brianne’s support, I’d like to start using a variation of our hashtag (#MigraineChatQA)
outside of our chat window to…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Like the #NEISvoid, the only real rules for using #MigraineChatQA to tag questions: - Give only
solicited advice. - Remem…

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A2 con't ... to take trips to Hawaii & Alaska. With the help of a lot of drugs & built in rest time for me.
I feel really lucky to have such an understanding partner & I hope the same for all of you. #MigraineChat

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@rachel_x_graves I love how you realized this and changed the narrative because you are absolutely correct. Typical
ways of thinking about contributing to relationships are pretty ableist (able-centered?). #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A1: Yeah, I want to spend zero time with someone who doesn’t believe what I’m going
through. My husband asked me something about alcohol on our first date and I was like, I don’t drink and here’s why
#MigraineChat

Raven Mae @MaeNena73
@Mar_Wetzel @beth_morton Yep, I've been on first dates that I chose to never see again because they brushed off
my health or didn't believe migraines were anything but a "bad headache." Not wasting my time on that.
#MigraineChat

Victoriah @ToriePadget
RT @HemingwayMuse: A6. I think we can overcome stigma with meaningful conversations. Don't just acknowledge
how xyz can be move difficult.…

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z
A1 my migraines weren’t chronic then but we briefly discussed my need for silence when I had them

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton I honestly start with "mystery neurological illness" & then launch into all my crazy
symptoms & diagnoses if there's a need for people to know more. Since so many people with migraine are not sick
24/7, it's easier than explaining. #MigraineChat

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z
A2 - he’s very supportive and checks on me a lot but at times I know he’s frustrated that I feel like I’m being lazy in
his eyes

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton @achysmileblog @MindfulDrG I have definitely had to learn to handle my irritability better. Mostly by
recognizing irritability as a symptom that means I need to go lie down or remove myself from the situation. My
parents had a harder time than my partner responding appropriately to this #MigraineChat 1/2

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z
@beth_morton A3 - not for migraines but chronically yes made to feel like a burden bit my my hubby but another
family member #migrainechat
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Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z
A4 by being there - asking me if I need anything, checking to see if I am ready to eat... #migrainechat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton @achysmileblog @MindfulDrG I think my partner was just happy that I learned to articulate “this is
bothering me, I need to leave,” whereas my parents were more used to the old me, who I guess was expected to not
put those needs ahead of excessive niceness #MigraineChat

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @fabriKatie: A6. I think so much of it is tied up in that idea that productivity = worth. We need to tackle that, but
I'm not sure how.…

ɥɔʇı̣q ʞooq ʎɥʇlı̣ɟ ǝɥʇ @filthybookbitch
RT @HemingwayMuse: @fabriKatie Yes!! And perhaps that’s just shifting in relationships to recognizing other things
we bring to the table. M…

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
New hashtag for migraineurs who want to scream questions into the void! #MigraineChatQA As always, add the No
End In Sight tag if you want to get more feedback. #NEISVoid

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
Rules of the hashtag - don’t be a jerk, and don’t give advice unless asked. https://t.co/70iez7hr1r

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: With Brianne’s support, I’d like to start using a variation of our hashtag (#MigraineChatQA)
outside of our chat window to…

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@HemingwayMuse @MaeNena73 @beth_morton I worry about creating resentment, but I don’t think my partner is
actually resentful at all. I have to encourage him to go out and do things without me sometimes because he feels bad
leaving me to suffer alone. #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton A4: My partner advises my doctor to add 2 points to my pain scale ratings (e.g., if I say my average
pain is a 4) because he thinks I underrate my own pain. It’s really sweet to have a partner come to the doctor and
back me up on what I say. #MigraineChat

Peggy Stumhofer @MyGraineHope
@beth_morton A4: He still sees sees me for who I am, not just the disease. Which I know is often not easy. I’m
wearing an ice hat more often than not these days, even out. But my hubby will look at me in unguarded moments &
tell me I look beautiful. It means the world to me. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @GrumpyPug17: New hashtag for migraineurs who want to scream questions into the void! #MigraineChatQA As
always, add the No End In Sig…

Rachel @cfsanity
A brilliant question from @beth_morton and something I’d love to hear the broader #chronicillness community
discuss! #NEISvoid

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @cfsanity: A brilliant question from @beth_morton and something I’d love to hear the broader #chronicillness
community discuss! #NEISvoid
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Rachel @cfsanity
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A4: the best bfs let me know that they see both my struggles & my strength. They
show that the support I bring…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@shirleyskessel It’s never too late, Shirley! People wander in all afternoon and I don’t creat the transcript for a few
days (er, I still haven’t created May and June’s transcripts)! Answer questions as you have time! I’m about to take a
break, but will be a back to check in later. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@cfsanity Yes, these are worded for #migraine, but translate to (I think) any chronic illness. Please, #NEISvoid, feel
free to answer any/all #MigraineChat Qs if you’re up for it!!

OK Zoomer  @freeandclear1
@beth_morton #A2 #MigraineChat I feel it’s hopeless for me to date or find a partner since I developed chronic
migraine. I can only be in fragrance free environments with fragrance free people, for starts.

Amanda Inerfeld @InspiredPom
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

It'sME(Jaime) @exceedhergrasp1
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Pete in Texas @MOsportsnut
RT @HemingwayMuse: A5. A thread. #MigraineChat Yes! The "I have a headache" is so common to get out of sex,
which makes it SUPER awkward t…

Nathalie Sheridan @NASheridan
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

ACAB SPRING @laurenmpayne
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Peggy Stumhofer @MyGraineHope
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Singlerheum ♿🌹 @DeniseNolson
RT @beth_morton: ANNOUNCEMENT: you may have seen @bennessb and the #NEISvoid where people can pose
questions or musings about life with chr…

Jasmine✨ @allthatjaz24
@beth_morton He always tells me it is okay. It is okay to rest and everything is okay. He also makes sure I’m taken
care of when I have a migraine and gets me meds, lets me sleep all day in the dark without bother, validates me,
@Tenzzzzzzzzzz ❤  #migrainechat

Natalie Parker @NatalieBubbless
2am thoughts... Will shoving an ice pick through my eye or temple stop this pain? #migraine #MigraineChat #pain
https://t.co/KfHtIJceX3

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
It’s not usually a first date conversation but it’s usually a first few dates conversation, I want to bring it up before I
have to cancel plans. Usually it’s part of a larger disability needs conversation. #MigraineChat
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D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Migraine and other disabilities have made me waste a lot less time on unsuitable partners. It’s also made me more
willing to let myself be taken care of, I am bad at this. But I have lost some spontaneity and some dates are just
impossible. #migrainechat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Yes. There are things, walks in the summer and working out together, that my partners would love to do and I can’t.
times when we make plans and I have to cancel, And my partners are highly empathic, mid-attack I feel guilty about
how my pain transfers. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Reminding me that it’s OK to cancel things and to rest. Checking in regularly especially on days when I’ve decided to
push myself. Watching out for my triggers. Letting me micromanage when I can’t manage something and they have
to take over. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
I can just barely tolerate being touched during a flare so there are just times when Sex is out of the question. More
recently, rapid multiple orgasms seems to be triggering migraines at least some of the time so communication has
become a lot more important. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Communication about how much migraine goes beyond just having a bad headache. Choosing partners who believe
you, support you, and are willing to confront their own ableism. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts of #migraine in
relationships. I'm glad this question was in there and hope people read some responses. They represent how people
w/chronic illnesses should be treated.

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

Rachel @cfsanity
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

𝓜𝓮, 𝓜𝔂𝓼𝓮𝓵𝓯 👀'𝓼 𝓑𝓮𝓵𝓵𝓮 (she/her/Mrs) @bellesapepper37
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

X-АУЕ-A12 @ave_crypto
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

Achy Smile | Erica Carrasco @achysmileblog
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

MaggieBob    @maggiebob
Headache folks: as I clutch a makeshift icepack (a frozen cocktail pouch!) to my head, can anyone recommend a good
hands-free icepack? One that I can use over eyes, crown, jaw, neck and forehead as needed would be preferred
#migrainechat #AskTwitter
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Symplur Signals performs tasks and answers questions no generic tool can because it combines the best of both worlds. Hand
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
@AngryBird_98 BTW, did you see this? Trying to flag #NEISvoid migraine questions with a new hashtag
(#MigraineChatQA) for each other! https://t.co/IzsafCpPEY

MyMigraineLife @MyMigraineLife
Join me tomorrow night in the @Healthline #migraineapp Download now for FREE and let’s talk about postdrome
phase📲https://t.co/oCrYRkv4pC #migrainechat #migraine #livechat #postdromemigraine #migrainecommunity
#migrainezombie #migrainehangover #migraineattack #wednesdaymorning https://t.co/QSb6WCglmg

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern
RT @beth_morton: Yesterday's #MigraineChat was tough and a lot of the Qs focused on the hard, stigmatizing parts
of #migraine in relationsh…

Olivia Babis for FL ♿  @Olivia4FL
I swear there is a bird that does this right outside of whatever window I happen to be closest to. It follows me around
the house. I really wish I had this tree to deal w/ my problem bird! #migraine #migrainechat https://t.co/A6cwwIHRew

MigraineXalone @MigraineXalone
If you have migraine questions, Beth and Brianne are a great place to go for help. They have a new #migrainechatQA
for migraine discussion.

MigraineXalone @MigraineXalone
The courtesy rules for #MigraineChatQA

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@kateandcrps @DawnMGibson @beth_morton hosts #MigraineChat!
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